### ATR Verdict:

Local trainer Yvonne Dunleavy is two-handed and she could supply the answer with Yeat's Encore. The Carheenlea, Turloughmore operator reaches for a visor when it comes to Mister Thriller whilst it's a first-time hood for Yeat's Encore. No doubt they'd like to get a win into the well-related Yeats mare. If the head-gear works on the six-year-old, as she goes up in trip, a deserved success could be coming the way of the consistent sort. Cases can be built for plenty of them and Waareedy could easily be a huge player if he gets the job done at Ballinrobe on Sunday. Ilikehim has to defy his top-weight burden. He looks likely to be there or thereabouts though.

### Top Tip:

**Yeat's Encore (10)**

**Watch out for:** Warreedy (15)